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connected.1 (MSL, XXII, p. 202 seq., BSL, XXII,
p. 118, p. 255 wy.) This proves either the substitution
o£ one language by the other or their mutual contact in
ancient times. The geographical evidence is therefore
ambiguous.
On the other hand certain necessary precautions have
not been taken in utilising properly the linguistic data.
The Dravidian language which has almost always been
chosen for comparison is Tamil, which in fact is the
best known of all the dialects for various reasons. Even
if we admit that from the Vedic up to the present
time Tamil has changed very little there still -remains
the fact that the domain of this Dravidian dialect is
the furthest off from the region of Vedie civilisation. Cn
this principle alone, it should have been the last one to
be taken into consideration for the sake of comparative
study. As Mr. E. Tuttle has very well said (American
Journal of PhiL, XL, p. 76) : "If we \Eft&£ to understand
the history of fcfce languages, of the South we should begia
foam fche Northern side;^ In fact, our knowledge of the
Dravidian languages of the north is very imperfect and
oe*tain'y ba& few^ ve*y reeenfcry acquired; so much so
that when it is possible fco recognise the interchange of
vocabulary between Dravidian and Indo-Aryan it is very
difficult to determine which is the lender and which is
the borrower though it is absolutely necessary to know the
1 When this was in the press an important article by Prof. Sylvain
L<?vi has appeared in J. As., July-Sept., 1923, in which he has shown
that a certain number of ethnic names of ancient India can be
explained by the morphological system of the Austro-Asiatic languages.
Lack of sufficient fixity of Sanskrit forms seems to be the result of
diverse efforts to transcribe names still in use and as such is an
evidence of the late survival of those languages.

